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Abstract 

Internet Banking is a path of movement of organizations given with the aid of the 

usage of way of a gathering of taken care of our financial agency workplaces. 

Monetary institution clients may additionally moreover get to their assets from any 

of the element department or jogging environments thru internet. The number one 

hassle in net Banking is the realness of the consumer. Because of unavoidable 

hacking of the databases at the net, it's far tough to clearly receive on the safety of 

the facts on the net. Phishing is a form of on line records misrepresentation that 

expects to take complex records, for instance, virtual retaining coins passwords and 

cash exchanges information from customers. One importance of phishing is given as 

& quota; its miles a crook interest the use of social making plans strategies. thriller 

phrase primarily based verification is a standout most of the most significantly  

executed strategies to verify a client earlier than allowing gets  to anchored web 

sites. The massive desire of mystery key primarily based truly validation is the result 

of its minimum attempt and effortlessness. Clients also can be part of specific 

records on a similar net site or over numerous desires, and those passwords from 

comparable clients are likely going to be the same or almost identical. We proposed 

framework having the individual for all and sundry be conscious and proficient 

viable purchaser verification conspire making use of use  diverse cryptographic 

natives, as an instance, encryption and pixel distinguishing evidence and clients have 

more pixel recognizable proof framework. In proposed framework approach that for 

each last cash in our software program surrendered with the aid of manner of the 

client we're capable of produce the thrilling identity for each coins, whilst the sum is 

exchanged from deliver to motive not just the sum and take a look at of the money 

may be taken but that one among a type identification will likewise be exchanged 

with the purpose that we're capable of song the way of the coins going round. The 

unparalleled development of internet preserving coins and net primarily based 

absolutely business enterprise agency frameworks has brought on a brilliant 

increment in the  quantity of usernames and passwords oversaw by  using singular 

customers and The text based totally password makes use of username and 

password. So recalling of password is vital which may be a tough one. Snap shots 

are normally a great  deal much less tough to be remembered than textual content 

and in Graphical password; person can set photos as their password. Consequently 

graphical password has been proposed through the usage of many researchers as a 

possibility to  textual content based totally completely password Graphical 

passwords can be carried out to laptop, net log-in programs, ATM machines, and 

cell gadgets and so on. Temporal sample recognition is makes us to locate the best 

correlated collection a number of the others. Implementation of Cued click on point 

(CCP) graphical password which makes use of circular tolerance. Temporal pattern 

recognition is used right here to discover the correlation maximum of the image 

points. This selection decreases with distance and tiers among 0 and one. Because of 

this an actual matching factor is not feasible to discover randomly. 
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1. Introduction 

Get better data from international large internet is a 

humdrum assignment for the motive that enlargement 

inside the ease of use of understanding backup supply 

on it. So this increases the need to utilize a clever tool 

to get better the statistics from international wide net. 

The way in which internet information of having back 

and net base information warehousing are boosted 

with the elimination of records from the internet using 

web mining gadget. Net usage mining is one of the 

first-rate developing areas of web mining. Its word in 

analyze customers recital on the web after exploring 

right to use logs made its reputation right away in 

Eservices regions. Most of the e-carrier carriers 

realized the truth that they could relate this device to 

keep hold in their buyers. This paper attempts to 

provide a perception into net mining and the special 

areas of internet mining. 

Internet mining lets in you to search for styles in 

information thru content material cloth material 

mining, structure mining, and usage mining. Content 

material mining is used to take a look at statistics 

gathered through engines like google like google and 

yahoo like google and yahoo and web spiders. shape 

mining is used to have a observe records related to the 

form of a particular net internet net page and 

utilization mining is used to observe information 

associated with a specific purchaser's browser as well 

as facts gathered via paperwork the customer may 

additionally have submitted at some point of net 

transactions. The statistics gathered through internet 

mining is evaluated (on occasion with the useful 

resource of software graphing programs) by the use of 

using traditional information mining parameters 

which incorporates clustering and sort, association, 

and exam of sequential styles. 

In net place worldwide large net is act as a 

element one is a person issue and a few different one 

is an information issuer. Each a elements are face 

issues whilst dealing with the internet data. So net 

usage mining retrieve beneficial facts. However there 

can be many copies of the same beneficial records to 

be had. So internet usage mining makes use of SOM 

model cluster superb the equal facts and remove 

redundancy. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of 

the unsupervised reading method in the own family of 

artificial neural community (ANN) and it‟s 

extensively utilized in internet utilization mining for 

buying similar information and keep away from 

redundancy. Market analysts have predicted that 

mobile bills will overtake the traditional marketplace, 

therefore presenting greater comfort to clients and 

new assets of income to many organizations. this 

example produces a shift in purchase techniques from 

traditional credit rating gambling cards to new 

approaches collectively with cellular-based totally 

payments, giving new marketplace entrants novel 

enterprise possibilities 

 

 

2. Related Works 

1. The technological information of guessing: 

analyzing an anonym zed corpus of 70 million 

passwords, j. Bonnea, 2012. We file at the maximum 

important corpus of consumer-chosen passwords ever 

studied, which include anonymized password 

histograms representing nearly 70 million Yahoo! 

Customers, mitigating privacy problems while 

permitting evaluation of dozens of subpopulations 

based on demographic elements and placement usage 

characteristics. This huge records set motivates an in 

depth statistical remedy of estimating guessing 

problem by way of way of way of sampling from a 

mystery distribution. In area of formerly used metrics 

in conjunction with Shannon entropy and guessing 

entropy, which cannot be predicted with any 

realistically sized sample, we growth partial guessing 

metrics inclusive of a new edition of guesswork 

parameterized through an attacker‟s favored 

achievement fee. Our new metric is comparatively 

easy to approximate and proper now applicable for 

safety engineering. With the useful resource of 

evaluating password distributions with a uniform 

distribution which could provide equal security in 

opposition to first rate forms of guessing assault, we 

estimate that passwords offer fewer than 10 bits of 

protection in opposition to an internet, trawling 

assault, and only about 20 bits of safety toward a top 

of the line offline dictionary attack. We find out 

particularly little variation in guessing problem; each 

identifiable corporation of customers generated a 

comparably willing password distribution. Safety 

motivations along with the registration of a charge 

card haven't any more effect than demographic 

elements which incorporates age and nationality. Even 

proactive efforts to nudge customers within the 

direction of better password alternatives with 

graphical feedback make little distinction. More 

pretty, even seemingly remote language organizations 

select the equal susceptible passwords and an attacker 

never profits extra than a detail of two performance 

advantage via switching from the globally highest 

exceptional dictionary to a population- specific lists. 

2. A have a study of probabilistic password fashions, 

j. Ma,w. Yang, m. Luo, and n. L, 2014. A 

probabilistic password model assigns a chance charge 

to every string. Such models are useful for studies into 

understanding what makes customers choose more (or 

lots much less) cozy passwords, and for building 

password energy meters and password cracking 

utilities. Guess massive variety graphs generated from 

password fashions are a significantly used approach in 

password studies. On this paper, we display that 

possibility-threshold graphs have essential benefits 

over guess-large range graphs. They‟ll be an awful lot 

faster to compute, and at the same time provide 

statistics beyond what's feasible in guess-range 

graphs. We also study that research in password 

modeling can experience the huge literature in 

statistical language modeling. We conduct a 
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systematic evaluation of a big widespread sort of 

probabilistic password models, along with markov 

models the use of precise normalization and 

smoothing techniques, and determined that, among 

specific topics, markov models, whilst performed 

correctly, carry out drastically better than the 

probabilistic context-unfastened grammar model 

proposed in weir et al. Which has been used due to the 

fact the modern-day password version in 

contemporary research. 

3. Visualizing keyboard pattern passwords, dino 

Schweitzer, Jeff boleng, Colin Hughes, Louis murphy, 

2009. Passwords are an important safety vulnerability 

in plenty of structures. Several researchers have 

investigated the tradeoff among password 

memorability as opposed to resiliency to cracking and 

function looked at possibility structures alongside 

graphical passwords and biometrics. To create more 

potent passwords, many structures put into effect 

suggestions concerning the favored duration and 

varieties of characters passwords ought to encompass. 

a few other recommended technique is to use 

passphrases to combat dictionary assaults. One not 

unusual “trick” used to take into account passwords 

that agree to complicated guidelines is to select a 

pattern of keys on the keyboard. Whilst acting 

random, the sample is easy to don't forget. The cause 

of this research emerge as to analyze how frequently 

styles are used, whether or no longer styles can be 

classified into commonplace classes, and whether or 

not those training can be used to attack and defeat 

sample- based absolutely completely passwords. 

Visualization strategies were used to acquire statistics 

and assist in pattern categorization. The method 

efficaciously diagnosed out of 11 passwords in a real-

worldwide password file which have been not located 

with a conventional dictionary assault. This paper will 

present the method used to collect and categorize 

patterns, and describe the ensuing assault technique 

that efficaciously recognized passwords in a stay 

system. 

4. The psychology of protection for the house pc 

individual, 

a. Howe, i. Ray, m. Roberts, m. Urbana, and z. Byrne, 

2012. The residence computer person is regularly said 

to be the weakest link in laptop protection. They do 

now not continuously have a have a look at protection 

advice, and that they take moves, as in phishing, that 

compromise themselves. In good sized, we do now 

not understand why customers do no longer 

commonly behave effectively, which may appear to 

be in their notable hobby. This paper opinions the 

literature of surveys and research of factors that have 

an impact on protection selections for domestic 

computer clients. We arrange the assessment in 4 

sections: expertise of threats, perceptions of unstable 

behavior, efforts to keep away from safety breaches 

and attitudes to safety interventions. We find out that 

the ones studies show lots of reasons why cutting-

edge-day protection abilities might not in shape the 

needs or abilities of home computer users and 

recommend destiny artwork desired to tell how 

protection is delivered to this patron group. 

5. Zero coin: anonymous allocated e-cash from bit 

coin, Ian miers, Christina garman, Matthew 

inexperienced, aviel d. Rubin, 2013. Because of the 

fact the bitcoin transaction log is simply public, 

customers‟ privateness is protected best via the usage 

of pseudonyms. On this paper we recommend 

zerocoin, a cryptographic extension to bitcoin that 

augments the protocol to allow for really nameless 

forex transactions. Our device uses well-known 

cryptographic assumptions and does now not 

introduce new relied on occasions or in any other case 

exchange the safety version of bitcoin. We element 

zerocoin‟s cryptographic production, its integration 

into bitcoin, and have a look at its performance each 

in terms of computation and impact on the bitcoin 

protocol. 

6. An characteristic-based certainly encryption 

scheme to cozy, Fog communications, arwa alrawais , 

abdulrahman alhothaily, chunqiang hu , xiaoshuang 

xing, and xiuzhen cheng, 2016. A notably virtualized 

paradigm that can allow computing on the internet of 

things (iot) gadgets residing within the edge of the 

network, for the reason of handing over services and 

applications more efficaciously and efficaciously. Fog 

computing is a promising computing paradigm that 

extends cloud computing to the threshold of the 

community. It allows a brand new breed of packages 

and services which encompass area recognition, 

excellent of services (qos) enhancement, and coffee 

latency. Fog computing can offer those offerings with 

elastic property at low value. It additionally lets in the 

easy convergence among cloud computing and iot 

gadgets for content material material transport. The 

number one protection necessities for the 

communications the various fog nodes and the cloud 

are: confidentiality, get admission to control, 

authentication, and verifiability. To correctly defend 

closer to the aforementioned threats, we want a green 

protection mechanism that could fulfill the number 

one protection necessities. Key change protocol to set 

up comfortable communications among a fixed of fog 

nodes and the cloud. In our protocol, we rent the 

digital signature and cp-abe techniques to attain the 

number one safety desires: confidentiality, 

authentication, verifiability, and get proper of access 

to govern. 

7. Online banking authentication using cell phones, 

xing fang, Justin zhan, 2010. Online banking 

authentication plays an important feature in the place 

of online banking protection. In beyond years, a 

number of strategies, alongside password token, quick 

message password, and usb token, have been evolved 

for on line banking authentication. These days, on-line 

banking has handed monetary group branches and 

atoms and will become the most favored banking 

approach of Yankee citizens. Even though, era has 

long been considered as a double-edged sword: even 
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as humans are taking issue in the comfort added with 

the aid of manner of on-line banking, their money 

owed records is likewise hassle to be stolen or 

tampered through internet criminals. For this reason, 

purchaser authentication in their online banking  

method has come to be a crucial protection problem 

for monetary institutions. Correspondingly, diverse 

answers that specialize in fixing the safety issues of 

on line banking password authentication were 

developed. A password- producing token (pgt) is a 

transportable device that might generate an 

advantageous digit range each 60 seconds. This patron 

then retrieves the otp and makes use of it for a 

similarly login. Biometrics is likewise a safety 

difficulty of online banking authentication , wherein a 

person wants to authenticate himself with the aid of 

accomplishing iris or fingerprint scans or voice 

confirmations .it moreover affords transaction 

confirmation capability to save you fake transactions 

from being signed with the resource of the harmless 

clients describe mobile smartphone safety and ability 

assaults in the direction of the protocol .with the 

resource of categorizing all of the assaults into 

collections, we are capable of definitely word that the 

protocol is immunized to all of the far flung assaults. 

8. Comparing passwords, tokens, and biometrics, for 

man or woman authentication, Lawrence o‟gorman, 

fellow, 2003. For decades, the password has been the 

same old way for man or woman authentication on 

laptop structures. But, as users are required to take 

into account greater, longer, and changing passwords, 

its miles apparent that a more on hand and cozy 

approach to consumer authentication is vital. In 

instances lengthy long beyond through, authentication 

grow to be no longer a complex undertaking.one 

individual, call her alice, may want to meet every 

different individual, bob, and both understand him via 

visible look or now not. If Alice did now not 

understand bob, he may need to provide a motive in 

the back of that he modified into a chum of a pal, or a 

commercial employer envoy, and plenty of others., 

and alice may also moreover want to determine 

whether to consider him. The sector enormous web 

presents a cutting-edge problem, for the cause that 

attackers can get admission to our facts without the 

want for physical presence. Authentication is the 

system of absolutely verifying the identification of a 

patron, tool, or distinctive entity in a pc tool, often as 

a prerequisite to permitting get 

right of entry to property inside the machine. 

Authenticators with respect to capability attacks and 

extraordinary problems. The assaults embody client 

and host are trying to find assaults, eavesdropping, 

robbery (which includes biometric forging), replay, 

worm, and denial of service. One of a kind protection 

troubles embody non-repudiation, compromise 

detection, and the govt troubles of 

registration/enrollment, reset or compromise 

recuperation, and revocation 

9. Cozy net banking authentication. The internet is 

an essential part of our daily lives, and the proportion 

of those who assume in case you need to govern their 

financial institution accounts everywhere, every time 

is continuously developing. As such, net banking has 

come of age as a critical element of any monetary 

group‟s multichannel technique. Records 

approximately economic institutions, their customers, 

and their transactions is, through necessity, 

extraordinarily sensitive; as a result, doing such 

business organization through a public community 

introduces new stressful situations for security and 

trustworthiness. The banking gadget want to 

determine whether or not a person is, in truth, who she 

or he claims to be through inquiring for direct or 

oblique proof of understanding about a few shape of 

mystery or credential. With the concept that quality 

and true purchaser can offer such solutions, a success 

authentication ultimately allows customers to get 

entry to their non-public statistics? The primary 

distinction some of the 2 is that the most effective-

time password scheme supports mobility whereas the 

certificates-primarily based one is greater handy. With 

the usage of java card, but, it‟s feasible to combine 

each solutions on one smart card, hence presenting the 

terrific of each worlds. 

10. Online banking authentication system the usage 

of cellular-otp with qr-code, younger sil lee, nack 

hyun Kim, hyotaek lim***, heungkuk jo, hoon jae lee, 

2006. As an immoderate-pace net infrastructure is 

being superior and those are informationized, the 

financial responsibilities are also engaged in internet 

challenge. however, the prevailing net banking device 

changed into uncovered to the chance of hacking. 

Nowadays, the non-public information has been 

leaked with the useful resource of an excessive-

diploma method including phishing or pharming 

beyond snatching a customer‟s identity and password. 

On line banking is one of the maximum sensitive 

obligations performed thru elegant net person. Most 

conventional banks new provide on-line baking with 

„peace of mind‟. Regardless of the fact that the banks 

cautiously promote it an apparent „a hundred% on-line 

safety assure‟, usually the tremendous print makes 

this conditional a person captivating fine protection 

requirements. The internet monetary transaction in the 

gift is study a protection card and public key 

certificates which might be the techniques confirming 

a patron, and nowadays otp changed into newly 

introduced. One-time password is a password tool in 

which passwords can only be used as soon as and the 

client needs to be authenticated with a cutting-edge 

password key whenever. If there is emergency state 

of affairs to do online banking, the web banking can't 

be finished without the security card. In order to 

overcome such discomfort of protection card, online 

banking authentication system using second barcode 

in desire to protection card is proposed. 
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3. Problem Statement 

Banking via net is a superb preference however due to 

hacking and cybercrimes safety hassle is a first-rate 

drawback in e-Banking. Because of forex note 

transactions a large quantity of black cash has been 

circulated in the society. This could bring about 

corruption and horrible society. 

 

4. System Design 

 

Architecture diagram 

 

 
The proposed model of this project is as shown in the 

figure 1 which consists of three main phases as 

follows, 

 

1. User Authentication 

2. Various Currencies 

3. Allocate initial currencies to the individual 

4. Transfer of digital currency across individuals 

5. Tracking of currencies 

6. Secured login 

 

User Authentication 

Every ultimate purchaser login the net page at that 

thing makes the exchange and make use of this 

software program. Validness is affirmation that a 

message, change, or extraordinary alternate of 

statistics is from the supply it instances to be from. 

Validness includes verification of individual. We are 

able to test validness through affirmation. Sign up and 

login choice in landing web page. Each single client 

wants to enlist because the state-of-the- art patron for 

login. Patron need to Fill the all prerequisite for safety 

purpose just, so fill the all diffused elements 

particular elements of hobby. Every one of the subtle 

factors spared in several processes. Make new desk 

for each purchaser and spare factors of hobby in like 

manner table. The ones characteristics implemented 

standardize and test for cash transmission getting 

geared up. Proper right here to verify the client factors 

of hobby for one time mystery key despatched to your 

enlisted mail identity. At that aspect input the manner 

to confirm your diffused elements and may get to the 

internet net web page. Client handy to see the 

regulate, see exchange statistics and make change of 

its non-public and customer likewise see how many 

coins they‟ve. 

 

Various Currencies 

That currencies concept one of the security layer for 

reduce the black money propagation. There are three 

various currencies model, 

 

1. Two Thousand Currencies 

2. Five Hundred Currencies 

3. Hundred Currencies 

 

That manner isolates cash inside the E-Coin 

application. The only of a kind coins display 

implemented unique incentive for every rupee word 

and clean to recognize the rupees. That virtually one 

in every of a kind esteem used to preserve a strategic 

distance from counterfeit cash within the coins 

transmission and moreover smooth to discover each 

rupee word is the area it now. That simply one of a 

kind esteem created obviously so every cash 

transmission is extremely comfortable. That top notch 

esteem is crucial key so brilliant esteem cannot 

produce identical esteem. Each single consumer has 

part of cash and each unmarried cash or cash have 

specific identification. 

 

Allocate initial currencies to the individual 

This allots starting financial necessities to the 

individual model simply get right of entry to consent 

to Admin. The Admin get to all approach after the 

login with administrator validation diffused elements, 

generally can't get to the E-coin software. That 

administrator is located the underlying cash an 

incentive for each consumer. The patron keep cash in 

account implies at the time Admin produce the first 

rate incentive for every cash have a take a look at. 

That one among a kind esteem warehouses on rupee 

word extensive range and the amount of rupee be 

aware for instance thousand or five hundred or 

hundred. After that preserve cash in consumer 

account. Administrator have a possibility to test every 

unmarried client's exchange factors of interest and 

moreover test the identity of those economic 

requirements. 

 

Transfer of digital currency across individuals 

Each single alternate made via patron because it have 

been. Customer want to enter the proper outsider 

document quantity and right call of payee. After that 

client desires to select out how a whole lot sum will 

alternate to the others and that they pick out what 

number of financial requirements have deliver from 

numerous type of monetary necessities like from 

Thousand Currencies, 5 Hundred Currencies, and 

Hundred Currencies. At that point include the change 

date and time. Sum can be exchanged to the most 
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effective consumer to considered one of a kind. The 

Currencies identity will exchange or moved from one 

client table to payee account desk. So we are able to 

without a whole lot of a stretch recognize the coins, 

which client has those economic paperwork. So we 

have got identified the darkish cash and we are 

capable of without an entire lot of a stretch reduce the 

darkish cash population. 

Superior economic forms will dependably be a 

far less high priced financial frameworks to preserve 

up and use than a fiat coins, in detail whilst we think 

about the rate of scaling and safety over the prolonged 

haul, and on a worldwide scale. Because of the 

interesting development of automated monetary 

requirements from a protection mindset, superior 

monetary necessities make nearly flawlessly at ease 

coins frameworks very despite the fact that. Out of the 

crate, through cryptographic functionalities protected 

especially with advanced cash conventions; they're 

extents greater comfy, gifted, and adaptable than  fiat 

coins. Fiat coins need to be guarded from counter- 

becoming, keeping cash misrepresentation, phrase 

decimation, and bodily theft. Fiat cash will 

dependably be greater highly-priced to management, 

make use of, and maintain up in modern-day coins 

associated framework than any kind of automatic 

coins framework in mild of these shortcomings and 

imperfections. Computerized financial paperwork 

have extra noteworthy protection and versatility than 

their fiat companions additionally. 

 

Tracking of currencies 

The cash within the application has outstanding 

identification that is produced with the useful resource 

of using our application. To observe out for the 

monetary place of business paintings exchanged, its 

miles essential to track the cash this is exchanged. To 

track we rent the simplest of a type identity this is 

produced are placed away the in DB, a few banks do 

keep a record of more than one the serial numbers 

from the cash applications that they deliver for 

settlement/trade to specific banks or coins chest. This 

report is beneficial for the Police to preserve an eye 

fixed on those numbers to song the responsible 

occasions inside the occasion of theft amid 

development of the foreign exchange. At the identical 

time as a customer exchanges the sum to an every 

outstanding client the identifications are moved to the 

recipients desk with this we are able to music the cash 

with whom it as of now available. 

 

Secured login 

A powerful and accessible consumer confirmation 

conspire the usage of character devices that use 

particular cryptographic natives, for instance, 

encryption, superior mark, pixel determination. The 

technique income thru the massive utilization of 

figuring and extraordinary clever handy devices 

which can empower customers to execute a 

at ease verification convention. It preserve up static 

username and thriller key tables for distinguishing and 

confirming the authenticity of the login clients. 

Furthermore the picture pixel the usage of for to open 

the report. Inside the occasion that we aren't pick 

amend element photo implies the file won't open. It‟s 

miles comfortable method. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This is the assignment which can exchange the 

monetary reputation of our us of the United States if it 

is achieved with the resource of the maintain financial 

enterprise and the huge studies goes in slight of the bit 

coin so our concept might be crucial for the 

professionals. As a trouble of first significance, we 

must want to research using mild-weight 

cryptographic frameworks in our diagram. Second, we 

plan to investigate the blueprint of numerous 

customer pushed get right of access to govern models. 

Our proposed plan is sincerely not tough to-check and 

clean to- use thinking about the truth that clients do 

not something past getting into one time username 

and affirmation code. Through the usage of then select 

out the pixel of photo, in case its miles accurate 

getting into account for the most element pixels 

change reliably. The username, watchword is memory 

canny easy due to the reality clients of our affiliation 

do not want to evaluation any mystery the least bit. In 

perspective of the shape, our solution is flexible for 

customers as it diminishes the risk of 

username/mystery word reuse transversely completed 

several areas and companies. Be conscious that we are 

the usage of a man or woman contraption that is 

surpassed on via the customer as a fashionable rule 

and the patron does now not need to skip on a 

similarly hardware or any physical inquiry for 

approval. This belief may be to a first-rate degree 

profitable anywhere within the course of the area in 

slight of its superb identification age for each and 

every unmarried phrase submitted to the system. 
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